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A National Table Tennis Day Party!

JULY 15th at Richmix, Shoreditch

Featuring:
The Pongbot Challenge!
Around-the-World!
Dodge Ball Ping Pong!
Singles and doubles tournaments!
Exhibition Games!
Challenge the Pro!
Coaching from the Pongathon Pro’s + special guests!
Cases of Popchips for all the winners and tasters throughout the night!
Free Admission and lots of Bar Action!

Social table tennis group Pongathon, who have led a ping pong storm in the capital since 2011, are teaming up

with Popchips to celebrate National Table Tennis Day on July 15th at Richmix, Shoreditch to host a number of
events and exhibitions with tasty prizes to boot.

On the night there will be wall-to-wall ping pong tables, DJ’s, tournaments, competitions and challenges
including the now infamous Pongbot Challenge, Pongathon’s own ping pong robot that takes on all-comers.
Also happening is ‘Dodge- Pong’ – Pongathon’s own take on ‘Dodge Ball’; eight players, two tables, two balls
with the fastest feet and hands winning a case of Popchips!

Everyone has played round-the-world before on one table but on three? That’s right, a massive ping pong
shuffle will take place with as many people as Pongathon can squeeze around the tables. The last two standing
battle it out for another case of Popchips!

England international players will also be joining the resident Pongathon pro’s for a hugely entertaining
‘Challenge the Pro’ special where the ‘stars’ will be handicapped with mobile phones, frying pans and anything
else the ‘Pongathon Massive’ want to challenge them with up to nine points! And yes you’ve guessed it, lots of
Popchips for the winners! With more exhibitions play, singles and doubles tournaments, sofa-pong and plenty of
bar action also taking place there’s something for everyone if you’re looking for a game in London.

If you want to take part in this event you can find more information below:

Address: 35-47 Bethnal Green Road London E1 6LA
Hours: 6pm-10.30pm/Free Admission /Advanced table bookings and parties available from
www.pongathon.com/events
Information line 020 7575 3285
www.pongathon.com / www.facebook.com/pongathon
Twitter: @pongathon
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For all press enquiries contact: ade@pongathon.com
Tel: 020 7575 3285 Mob: 07971 555020
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